[Characterisation of breast lesions with VTIQ elastography: a new elastography method to evaluate the stiffness of tissues].
B-mode ultrasound is used as an adjunct to mammography to differentiate between benign and malignant breast lesions. An additional ultrasound technique is elastography which can evaluate the stiffness of tissues. It is believed that malignant lesions are generally stiffer than benign lesions. Virtual touch tissue Quantification (VTIQ) is a new elastography method for measuring the stiffness of tissue. Because this method does not depend on the degree of compression, measurements are reliable and reproducible. VTIQ - in combination with ultrasonography - has the potential to characterise abnormalities in more detail. Adding elastography to regular B-mode ultrasound improves the diagnostic specificity without loss of sensitivity. This suggests that VTIQ might change patient management and avoid unnecessary biopsies. However, further research involving a greater variety of abnormalities and larger study populations is indicated.